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from IMB thru Super K

...and onto MegaTonne

…projections of proton decay experience...

L. R. Sulak

CPPM Marseille and Boston University

...ideally at Frejus?



physics motivation…some quotes from theorists
unification theories severely constrained...nucleon decay around corner 

neutrino oscillations exist ⇒ proton decay

synergism with superbeams, neutrino factories                   Mauro Mezzetto
search for CP violation in leptons, if mixing angle θ13 big enough
sign of ∆m2, using matter interference if sufficient L/E

state of the art…extrapolating IMB and SK to MegaTonne with ~ no background

“proposed sites”...potential competition…no known (100m)3 excavation
WIPP, Homestake, San Jacinto, etc...with beams from BNL or FNAL
Frejus, with eventual beams from CERN Jacques Bouchez
depth?…only mass, timing & pixels count...photoelectrons second order
S-K continues, Hyper-K later?  with Japanese Superbeam to both

potential detector technologies...
water Cherenkov…affordable big mass…especially below π threshold
balanced scintillation & Cherenkov light, water or oil-based medium      

new photodetectors…e.g. pm’s half the price of SK?          Pierre Bourgeois

liquid argon…feasible at this scale?
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• Baryon Number Violation is naturally expected at some level 
even without grand unification

• Supersymmetry connects proton decay to Planck-scale physics

• Proton decay suppression may well be due to the same reason 
why electron is light

• Models suggest rates at “interesting” levels

some quotes from theorists, 

Murayama, 2003:
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SO(10) models have many more fields at the GUT-scale
Typically worse than SU(5)

Just above the current limit τ ( p→K+ν ) < 1034 yrs

Babu, Pati, Wilczek:



review of the past success...

comments on ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors

a project prematurely terminated along with SSC 

Dumand  ’76 -
...an opportunity seized by Antares 

world’s  largest calorimeters

IMB  ’81- 10 kilotons = (20m)3 salt mine, Ohio
Kamiokande ’83- 3 kilotons heavy metal mine, Japan
Super-K ’96- 50 kilotons = (40m)3 a 2nd site at Kamioka

little to say about the other experiments or the era...
e.g. SNO, Soudan…too small (1 kT) or not totally active (iron absorber)
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IMB III (1983)  
2000 - 8 inch pms and light collectors
dry suit diver/physicist



Super-K (1996) 
half way up first filling

inner detector -
11,000 20 inch pms

outer detector (not visible)
a reconfigured IMB III
2,000 – 8 inch pms + 
wavelength shifting light

collectors

~$100 M = ~1/3 pms + DAQ
~1/3 excavation
~1/3 tank et al.



two proposed 

future large 

water detectors...
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…what is a 50% volume scale up of Super-K cavity?
~12 Atlas stories…60m high = 200 kT of water…need a few such caverns at depth

…Europe well experienced



Proton Decay Search at Super-K  I and II

A summary of water detectors:  where are we?  where going?

Current State...size, then livetime are everything

IMB: best lifetime limits for most of ~ 40 modes…takes time, 10 years 
blackened spherical volume, surface detectors (22 m/side) 
most economical: minimum # pms,  water cheapest medium
reverse osmosis water attenuation length ~ 100 m
scales as volume/surface until 100m characterize dimension

Super-K: 3.5 yr × 22 kT ≅ 80 kT-yr
biggest water-filled cavern,  40 m high, 40 m diameter

could probably go to 60 m × 60 m in a nearby location
p → e+ πo       ≥ 7   × 1033,    background ~ 0.2 events
p → ν K+ ≥ 1.6 × 1033,    background ~ 2.2 events

K2K:  study of ν interactions in water in near detector
with new cuts for SK…eventually be ≥ 5 times more restrictive?
appears to be no background for 10 yr × 0.5 MegaTon fiducial

IMB (‘81-’90), Kamiokande (‘83-’96), Super-K: ≥ 10 year livetime realistic



“Neutrino ’79, Bergen” LRS

...a charged particle track

what does it look like?



“Neutrino ’79, Bergen ,” LRS

...why is timing so important?

Cherenkov light is directional
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IMB: best proton decay candidate...pm code = timing in color, 1 pe/slash 



SK II (2003):  muon-neutrino event 
...in time with beam pulse from KEK accelerator 300 km away

...sharp ring edges characteristic of a muon track
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typical electron track...fuzzy at edges
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Near Term Program:
through September 2005 operate with 1/2 pms

no deterioration of sensitivity for proton decay
SK designed for MeV solar neutrinos…overkill for pdk

complete comparison of atmospheric ν background to proton decay
with events in near water detector of K2K 
linear gain in limits for “no background” modes

…square root otherwise 

develop improved cuts and reconstruction for Hyper-K…detector
invaluable guide to designing post Super-K detector

define size of detector by level of background
set technology
optimize cost

SK summary:   where are we going?

Proton Decay Search at Super-K  II
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Future of Kamioka Lab
where are we, where going? continued

Medium Term Goal: Continuation

end 2005 and ~2012
proton decay search with original pm density
(probably put in gadolinium salt to enhance supernova signal) 

≥ 2007 JHF 1 
superbeam for neutrino oscillation studies

Long Term Goal: New Megaton Detector Hyper-K

need significant increase of sensitivity, × 10-20 
sensitivity = fiducial mass × detection efficiency

what mode to focus on? 
K+ detection could drive technology

Caveat: no Hyper-K start unless
some indication of proton decay, or
θ13 big enough
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Some Post Super-Kamiokande detector ideas

where are we, where going? continued

which detector technology?

0.5 - 2 MT  water Cherenkov

Titanic - a sunken, water and pm-filled tanker Y. Suzuki +

detector with balanced scintillator / Cherenkov oil             Svoboda

liquid argon  LANNDD Cline



Which Detector Technology?  water underground

what are the options?

water Cherenkov - lowest cost per megaton
underground

Super-K 50 kT total, 22 kT fiducial
…due to 2 m veto + 2 m fiducial cut

scale-up volume of Super-K × 2 to 100 T…rock supportable at new site
...repeat array of 5 ~ double Super-K tanks

maximum cavern size sets ultimate limit…what is possible at Frejus?

excellent for oscillations at neutrino energies below π production
do not want to confuse with νµ , νe conversion

only solution for massive, economical far detector at 2000-4000 km? 
for sign of neutrino mass difference 

virtual proposals
Hyper-K, probably for JHF 2,  ≥ 2012, with 4MW superbeam
UNO
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Which detector technology: sunken water tank?

what are the options?

water Cherenkov - lowest cost per megaton

undersea
submerged vessel sunk and anchored on bottom

e.g. used liquid natural gas tanker 

no excavation
avoid dominant construction time and cost

outfit at surface; fill with osmosis water; raise to surface for maintenance

moveable from source for oscillation studies

but,  >100m depth...must use pressure-tolerant enclosures

(no bioluminescence, sea currents movement
…e.g. for advocates of MegaTon nestled inside Antares)



“Supersymmetry...
has generated so many thousands of papers it must be correct”

Shelly Glashow



new detector technology for ν K+ ?
what are the options, continued?

What if SUSY discovered at LHC ?   Focus detector on ν K+ ?
What if Super-K gets a candidate for ν K+ ?

fill with dilute scintillator to gain a factor of 4 in rate, 16 in signal?

2 options to boost sensitivity for p → ν K+

1) replace with high light yield scintillator oil, e.g. Kamland, or 
2) balanced doping of oil or water: e.g. LSND / Miniboone

a) isotropic scintillator light 
gives calorimetry and timing signature of K+

b) but dilute so that Cherenkov signal not overwhelmed 
preserves ring-imaging and directionality 

ν K+ detection efficiency increases 10% → 40%
potential problem: µ/e discrimination degraded?   Now under study

technical information to come from Miniboone
e. g. electron vs. πo discrimination

MegaTon project: $1B/MT of oil?  No, use “gin & tonic” in water



Super-K Lifetime limits...

preliminary results, from Scott Clark





Two 100 year simulations... 
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preliminary results, from Scott Clark
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preliminary results, from Scott Clark

Super-K Lifetime limits...
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Super-K Lifetime limits...
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preliminary results, from Scott Clark



Super-K lifetime limits...

From Ed Kearns



Super-K lifetime limits...



Super-K lifetime limits...



Super-K Lifetime limits...



Super-K lifetime limits...











Nucleon Lifetime Limits

IMB: 45 decay modes

mass is everything,

MEGATON is needed   

McGrew 2003
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Detector Technology: Liquid Argon

what other options?

liquid argon time projection chamber - Icarus
everything charged visible...3 x 3 x 0.6 mm3 pixels

300T half-module studied at surface…now in Gran Sasso 
1.5 m drift, 1.8 ms lifetime (vs. 30 ms needed for scaling up to pdk)

2 x 1200T = 3 kT originally proposed for Gran Sasso
safety a consideration

evaluation in situ underway   see muon decay pix
reconstruction of stopping muons and decay: 

vertices of end of muon and beginning of e 
dE/dx vs. range for stopping muons
cross-check with multiple scattering
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Detector Technology: Liquid Argon

what are the options, continued?

scale up Icarus to LANNDD 70 kT for K+ detector

~ factor 6  higher efficiency than water for K+

…so cavern could be smaller if only want to concentrate on K+

⇒ 420 kT effective mass of water (8 x Super-K total)

but efficiency for e+ πo and many other modes same as with water
liquid argon would need × 6 bigger cavity for a broad search of pdk

cost: $200 M for the 70kT of liquid argon alone (420 kT too expensive?)

proposed sites: Frejus and WIPP in New Mexico



LLANNDD

Large Liquid Argon 
Neutrino 

and

Nucleon Decay 
Detector

70 kT magnetized



From Ed Kearns
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From Ed Kearns



...meanwhile in America?

Two Neutrino/Astro Physics Planning Processes
American Physical Society Neutrino Study…soon to be public      Freedman & Kayser

set priorities for experiments: astro, reactor, solar & atmospheric, etc.
highest long term: massive detector for pdk + oscillations, highest
highest medium term: NOVA, off-axis neutrino oscillations

double beta decay @ 100 kg level

NSF Initiative: A “Deep Engineering and Science Underground Laboratory”    Sadoulet
8 potential sites:  Anderson, Henderson, Homestake, Icicle Creek, 

Kimburton, San Jacinto, Soudan, WIPP
3 solicitations for proposals:

1) site independent physics justification and requirements, funded 10 days ago
2) site specific proposals, due 28/2/05, 3-5 to be chosen ~7/05

likely at least one massive & one deep (geo- and bio- want more)
3) full proposals due 2/06... Goal: funding in ‘09 presidential budget

staged, $1-1.5 B expected for detector + proton driver + superbeam
likely will include possibility of international site for massive detector
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beside geography,

why so many facilities?

for Megaton... 

the bigger the better.

for solar and

background sensitive exp’ts

the deeper, the better

e.g. impossible for IMB

consider SNO-Lab at Sudbury
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Possible long baseline proposals in US...

IcicleCreek 2600 Km



San Jacinto, 
California

proposal...

UCI

UC
R

UCSD

UCLA

Cal 
Tech

USC
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Underground Laboratory Complex

San Jacinto, California proposal...
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Sample Cost Breakdown
(8,000 feet overburden)

$5,254,000

$115,312,000$25,578,000

$17,750,000

$33,179,000
Surface
Access
UG Caverns
Permits and Fees
Contingency

Estimated total cost $200 million

San Jacinto...detailed civil engineering ...
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Estimated Operating Costs

WBS 1-Fees $100,000
WBS 2-Utility Costs $2,604,000
WBS 3-Maintenance $560,000
WBS 4-Equipment & Transportation $225,000
WBS 5-Staff $1,080,000
WBS 6- Programs $160,000
WBS 7-Outside Costs & Subcontracts $638,000

Total $5,367,000

*

San Jacinto  proposal...
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Project Schedule

San Jacinto proposal...



Construction
Options

San Jacinto proposal...

California funding for 
detailed engineer  costing...
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Homestake proposal...10 – 100 kT Super-K tanks...



Homestake proposal...100 kT Super-K tank...



Homestake proposal...detail geological engineering in deep site ...



Homestake proposal...



Homestake proposal...



physics motivation strong for PDK search
unification theories severely constrained
synergism with neutrino superbeams, ν factories 

preparatory work in progress
K2K (data now finished) and other precision studies of ν interactions coming
detailed understanding of cross sections and neutrino background, 

especially from neutrino-induced single pion modes
vigorous r & d for detector options…phototubes, liquid argon at Gran Sasso
if  S-K gets one candidate for PDK, first put scintillator in Super-K? 

then make big water detector? 
if SUSY, found at LHC, make detector dedicated to K+ ? 

next generation detector
build water Cherenkov to largest size limited by atmospheric ν background

consistent with geology

conclusion...



why CPPM?  why build Megaton at Frejus?

a massive lab for the EU, France, Italy, and CPPM…an outsider’s view... 

potential CERN neutrino beam
2 hours from infrastructure of CERN, as well as

12 HEP labs of CEA/CNRS, INFN, and CH with couple of hours  
CPPM one of closest in France

For low energy neutrino beam...water detector most economical, ideal L/E
CPPM experience: extensive water Cherenkov : Antares, Km3

high numbers of pm’s, optimizing electronics, underwater cabling, etc.

Limiting investment:  the cavern dominates
in size, in cost ...moving from 20 m, to 40 m, to 60 m 

Italy: drilling tunnels...a national pastime
long Gran Sasso experience

France: world renown for grand civil engineering challenges
...highest bridge, biggest caverns for LHC

CERN: 150 M € / year available for new initiatives starting ’09?

EU framework projects...MegaTonne a unique, continent wide project
~20 year program, 1 – 1.5 B €, should involve most of Europe


